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Kindergarten, Module 10

Dear Parent/Guardian,

Teen numbers are especially diffi  cult for young children to grasp because the oral 

names for these numbers are not consistent with the oral names for other numbers (e.g. 

when you say “fourteen” the word’s sound suggests that a 4 should be written fi rst). 

Therefore, it is not surprising that young children often have diffi  culty distinguishing, for 

example, 14 from 41, both in name and numeral is written. Fourteen, sixteen, seventeen, 

eighteen, and nineteen are introduced fi rst as these all have the word for the number 

of ones clearly embedded in their oral names, making them the easier to learn, while 

the remaining teens (fi fteen, thirteen, twelve, eleven) are more diffi  cult.  

Doing puzzles of all types helps children develop spatial awareness because they 

learn to recognize shapes when they are sideways, upside down, etc. and they 

learn how various shapes fi t together. You can support your child by talking about 

geometric shapes that you see together in daily life (e.g. a circular top on a fl ower 

pot, a rectangular placemat on the table, a square cracker for snack). Notice that 

there are lots of diff erent shapes of triangle (triangles do not need to have all sides 

the same length). A geometric scavenger hunt can be great fun or if your child can 

use a digital camera, they may enjoy making a scrapbook of “geometric shapes”. 

This Stepping Stones module has two lessons that focus on subtraction, introducing 

the symbol (–) and writing subtraction sentences. The next two lessons involve 

counting, reading, and writing the “teen” numbers 14 to 19, connecting the numeral 

with counting or drawing that number of objects, and with the associated number 

word. The fi nal two lessons involve drawing 2D shapes and completing geometry 

puzzles by joining two shapes together.

Your Kindergarten Teacher

Core Focus 

Introducing and using the 

subtraction symbol (–), 

matching representations 

for 14 to 19, and drawing 

and joining 2D shapes.


